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Introduction

The speech will be about:

I Structure of BINARY EQUALITY LANGUAGES,
How does the set of words {w , g(w) = h(w)}, where g , h
are binary morphisms, look like? → open

I Binary POST CORRESPONDENCE PROBLEM,
It is decidable whether a set {w , g(w) = h(w)} contains
a non-empty word? → yes (Karhumäki, 1982)



Feature in common

A part of the algorithm used for solving PCP(2) can be used
when looking for the structure of binary equality languages.

→ Sequence of successor morphisms (called equality collectors
in Karhumäki’s proof )



Sequence of successor morphisms

We suppose that both morphisms g , h are non-periodic.

Decidability question:
In each step we build a pair of successor morphisms which is
simpler than the previous pair.
This process is finite → decidability of PCP(2)

Structural question:
Starting with an equality word, in each step, we obtain a word
which is shorter than the previous one.
→ Structure of binary equality language

Remarks:
Simpler/shorter - up to the special cases



Results

Result 1:

Up to the special cases the length of the sequence of suc-
cessor morphisms is bounded by a constant.

Result 2:

Up to the special cases the length of the letter blocks of the
successor morphisms is bounded by a constant.

Remark:

We will show that Result 2 holds and that Result 1 is its easy

consequence.



Blocks and successor morphisms

Fact: For each pair of binary morphisms g , h, there exist a
uniquely given word c(g , h) called critical overflow and at
most two prefix minimal pairs of words (e, f ),(e ′, f ′) such that

c(g , h)g(e) = h(f )c(g , h) and c(g , h)g(e ′) = h(f ′)c(g , h),

These pairs are called letter blocks of g , h .

We define g ′, h′ : {a, b}∗ → Σ∗, successor morphisms of
morphisms (g , h), as:

g ′(a) = e, h′(a) = f ,

g ′(b) = e ′, h′(b) = f ′.



Example: successor morphisms

Let g , h : {a, b}∗ → {a, b}∗ be binary morphisms defined as:

g(a) = abb, h(a) = a,

g(b) = b, h(b) = bb.

Since g(a) = h(ab) and g(bb) = h(b), its letter blocks are
(a, ab) and (bb, b). The successor pair of morphisms g ′, h′ is:

g ′(a) = a, h′(a) = ab,

g ′(b) = bb, h′(b) = b .

h :

g : abb

a bb

b b

bb



Length of the letter blocks

Let g , h be binary successor morphisms and (e, f ) one of their
letter blocks.

|f | = |{non-empty suffixes of f }|

Each non-empty suffix s of the word f corresponds to the

word g(e1)h(fs−1) , where e1 is a minimal prefix of the

word e such that |g(e1)| > |h(fs−1)|.

The word g(e1)h(fs−1) is a suffix of g(a) or g(b).

h :

g : g(e1)

h(fs−1)

g(e−1
1 e)

h(s)



Length of the letter blocks

Let Og (e, f ) be a set of words u such that:

I u is a non-empty suffix of g(a) or g(b) (suffix property)
and

I there exists a suffix s of the word f and a prefix e1 of the
word e such that g(e1) = h(fs−1)u (overflow property).

For each element of Og (e, f ), there is uniquely given

non-empty suffix of f . This mapping is surjective. We

obtain the following bound:

|f | = |{non-empty suffixes of f }| ≤ |Og (e, f )|.

h :

g :



Bound for |Og (e, f )|

Let g , h : {a, b}∗ → {a, b}∗ be successor morphisms and (e, f )
their block. We suppose that all words g(a), g(b), h(a), h(b), e
and f contain both letters {a, b} at least once.

Fact: One of the letter from the set {a, b} has the bounded
number of occurrences inside all of the image words g(a),
g(b), h(a) and h(b). Therefore, we can suppose that
|g(a)|b ≤ C and |g(b)|b ≤ C , for a sufficiently big constant C .

Let us count the elements of Og (e, f ):
- starting with b: at most 2C .

- starting with a: There exists an integer m ∈ N such that amb is

prefix of h(a) or h(b). → at most 2C + 2.



Bound for |e| and |f |
Alltogether, up to the special cases,

|f | ≤ |Og (e, f )| ≤ 4C + 2.

Similarly, we can find the upper bound for the length of e.

Up to the special cases, we have established bound for the
length of the letter block (e, f ) of the successor morphisms.

Constant C is 393. Closer look allows us to set the bound
of b-s for the image words g(a),g(b), h(a) and h(b)
individually, and obtain that

|f | < 34, |e| < 804,

or vice versa.



Results

Result 1:

Up to the special cases the length of the sequence of suc-
cessor morphisms is bounded by a constant.

Result 2:

Up to the special cases the length of the letter blocks of the
successor morphisms is bounded by a constant.

Remarks:
We have shown that Result 2 holds, we will show that Result 2
⇒ Result 1, this is an easy consequence of → decreasing
suffix complexity of successor morphisms



Suffix complexity of morphism

Definition: Suffix complexity of a binary morphism
g : {a, b}∗ → {a, b}∗ is the number of the different non-empty
suffixes of its image words g(a), g(b).

Fact: Suffix complexity of a pair of successor morphisms is (up
to the special cases) strictly smaller than the suffix complexity
of its predecessor.

Let g , h be successor morphisms and g ′, h′ their successor
morphisms. By Result 2 we get that suffix complexity of g ′, h′

is at most 4(4C + 2).

The length of the sequence of successor morphisms is at most
16C + 9.


